Weeks 1& 2: Introduction to Music/The Creation
Lesson 1
Objective: To learn when music was first heard, and how it is
made.
Teaching Point: We are about to begin a musical journey,
When did
music begin?

one that began before man was on the earth! Job, whose
name rhymes with “robe”, was a godly man who lived
before Abraham. You will learn about him in week 4.
While suffering, he asked the LORD to answer his
questions. Here is part of His answer:

Job 38
4 “Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?
Tell Me, if you have understanding,
5 Who set its measurements, since you know?
Or who stretched the line on it?
6 “On what were its bases sunk?
Or who laid its cornerstone,
7 “When the morning stars sang together,
And all the sons of God shouted for joy?”
What was happening when the cornerstone of the earth was being laid (verse 7)?

Some Bible teachers believe that the “morning stars” and “sons of God” were angels. Whether they were angels
or not, there was music, there was singing while the foundation of the earth was being laid! To God be the glory!
You see that right from the Creation, music was used to praise God.
What is music? How is music different from noise?

Simply put, noise is sound that is not organized and music is sound that is organized. Sound begins when an
object is plucked, struck, when air is blown across it, or another object rubs against it. This plucking, striking,
blowing, or rubbing causes the object to vibrate, pushing against the air
around it. The vibrations of the object cause the air around it to move in waves.
God designed our ears so that they “pick up” these sound waves and send them
to our brains, which are able to recognize many different sounds. When the
vibrations are faster, the pitch of the sound is higher; and when
they are slower, the pitch is lower. (See the top of page 3.)
Sound waves traveling from a tuba
to our ears we hear as music.
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Project 1

Music Tool Box
Materials:
-things around the house
-a pencil

Higher frequency waves are fast vibrations that
make higher pitches. Lower Frequency waves
are slower vibrations that make lower pitches.

“Instrument” Project
Learn the Song at the top of page 40.
Find 10-15 objects around your house or yard that you can
pluck, strike, blow across, or rub something against to cause
vibrations to make sound. Be creative! Experiment!
List the objects that you found here:

Needed for Next Week:
-a pencil
In your opinion, which two “instruments” make the best
sounds?
Pick one of the objects and use it in worship: Sing your favorite
song of praise to God; at the end of every line, play your “instrument”.
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Weeks 3 & 4: First Instruments/Classification
Lesson 2
Objective: To learn about the invention of instruments, and to
learn how to classify instruments.
Teaching Point:
What were
the first two
instruments?

Genesis 4:21 says, “And his brother’s
name was Jubal; he was the father of all those who play the
lyre and pipe.” When the Bible says that Jubal was the “father” of all those who play these instruments, it means that
he is the originator of the instruments. He was the first to
make them and use them for making music.

Let’s learn about these instruments. The lyre (or harp) makes its sound by
plucking its strings. The strings are attached to a frame, usually made of wood.
The pipe has a hollow body that makes its sound by blowing across the openings. These pipes would be cut different lengths so that they would make different sounds, some higher, some lower. Early pipes were made of reeds, bone,
bamboo, or clay.
Job 21:12 says, “They sing to the timbrel and harp, and rejoice at the sound
of the flute.” The three instruments in this passage are the timbrel, harp, and
flute. The harp and flute are probably the same as the instruments listed in the
Genesis passage above. The timbrel was most likely a hand drum, like a tambourine without the “jingles”. It was
made from a skin or parchment stretched across a frame. Its sound is made by hitting or tapping it.
Instruments are classified, or placed, into groups of like instruments. Today we will see how the orchestra is
arranged into groups of instruments called families. The reason an instrument is placed in a family is the way
it makes its sound. In Lesson 1, you found objects that you could pluck, strike, blow into, or rub something
against to make sound. In orchestras today, instruments are struck, blown into, plucked, or bowed.
			
The Percussion Family is full of instruments that are struck with mallets, sticks, hands, fingers or with another
object like itself. Some members are the snare drum, the tambourine, the xylophone, wood block, and cymbals.
The String Family obviously are stringed instruments that can be bowed or plucked. A bow has many hairs that
are pulled against the strings of the instrument. You will find violins, violas, cellos, and harps here.
The Brass Family includes instruments that are usually made of brass (a golden metal) and have a cupped mouthpiece into which the player blows. Trumpets, trombones, tubas, and French horns are brass instruments.
Most of the instruments in the Woodwind Family are made of wood. The oboe, clarinet, and the bassoon are
some of the woodwinds that are mostly wood. These instruments use some type of reed to create vibrations.
Although some flutes are still made of wood, metal ones are much more common today.
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Project 2

Instrument Family Project
Learn the song at the bottom of page 40.

Music Tool Box

Look at each instrument and identify the family to which it belongs. Put
a P for percussion, S for string, B for brass, or W for woodwind. Use
the descriptions on the previous page to help you. There are two of each
family.

1. ___		

2. ___		

Materials:
-Pencil

3. ___

4. ___				

5. ___

6. ___		

8. ___

7. ___		

Needed for Next Week:
Match the following instruments introduced early in this lesson with the
correct family by drawing a line to connect them.
lyre			
percussion
pipe 			
string
timbrel			
brass
				

-pencil

woodwind

Listed is the letter answer needed, then the name of the instrument: 1) W, bassoon; 2) S, harp; 3) B, tuba; 4) B, trombone; 5) W, flute; 6) P, snare drum; 7) S,
violin; 8) P, tambourine. The matching answers are: the lyre is a string, a pipe is
a woodwind, and a timbrel is percussion.
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Weeks 5& 6: Writing Music
Lesson 3
Objective: To learn how to write and count quarter and eighth
notes.
Teaching Point: You have learned about some early writing,
cuneiform and hieroglyphics. Very little written music exHave you ever
ists from ancient times. Today we will begin to learn
thought of music
the notation (written symbols called notes) used in
as a language?
our culture. It may seem like you are learning a new
language such as cuneiform or hieroglyphics! These
symbols have been used in western culture for several
hundred years.
Music notation “tells” us such things as pitch (how high or low a note sounds),
duration (how long to keep the note going), meter (how to group notes together), and dynamics (how loud or soft the note should be). Today, we will
begin to learn how to show duration.
To learn the names of the note values, think of a pizza. One very hungry person could eat one whole pizza. If two people will share it, both will get a half.
Four eaters will mean the pizza is cut into four quarters, while eight diners require eight eighths.
Count aloud at an even pace: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4. Count again, calling out the number one louder
than the other numbers, but still keeping everything evenly paced. Each of the numbers that you said aloud is
called a beat. There are four beats grouped together before you start again with one. For our lessons this year,
we will use 4-beat groups, or measures; one measure will be like one of our pizzas eaten above.
If a note lasts all four beats, the symbol used to show this is a whole note; it lasts for the whole measure. (All
notes on this page are written on a staff, which has five lines). If we have two notes that last two beats each, each
is a half note and lasts for half of the measure. Four quarter notes last one beat each, and eight eighth notes last
one-half beat each; would take up one full measure.

		

		

			

one
two
four
		
whole note
half notes
quarter notes		
							

eight			
eighth notes
(single and grouped)

Notice that a half note looks like a small whole note with a line attached to it. This line, called the stem, can
point up or down. If it points down it is always on the left side, if it points up it is always on the right side.
Quarter notes and eighth notes also have stems, and the same rules about which side to draw them apply. Notice
that the round part of these notes (the head) is filled in rather than empty. Eighth notes have a stem and a flag
(when drawn alone), or bar (when drawn in groups of two or more).
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Project 3

Music Tool Box

Writing Music Project
To make chanting rhythms easier, we will say “tah” (written “ta”) for
quarter notes, and we will say “tea-tea” (written “ti-ti”) for each pair of
eighth notes. How many quarter notes are in a four-beat measure? Since
each quarter note lasts one beat, there are four quarter notes in a fourbeat measure. How many eighth notes are in a four-beat measure? Since
each eighth note lasts one-half beat (a pair lasts one beat), there are eight
eighth notes in a four-beat measure. For now, we will not write the
notes on a staff. Here are three examples, each example using only quarter notes or eighth notes and lasting four beats:
Example A:		
♩  ♩  ♩  ♩		

Example B:		
♫♫♫♫		

ta ta ta ta		

ti-ti ti-ti ti-ti ti-ti

Materials:
-pencil

Example C:
♩  ♩  ♫♫
ta ta ti-ti ti-ti

Say the rhythms of the three examples aloud using the ta and ti-ti syllables. Then clap and say the rhythms at the same time.
Now it’s your turn! Write the syllables below each rhythm; then clap and
say it aloud.

#1 ♩ ♫♫ ♩			

#2 ♫♫♫  ♩

#3 ♫ ♩ ♫  ♩
Now write the correct notation above
the syllables given.
#4 ti-ti

ta

ta

ta		

#5 ti-ti

ti-ti

ta

ti-ti

#6 ta

ti-ti

ta

ta

Needed for Next Week:

						

-Cultural Atlas of Ancient Egypt
-a timer
-parent-approved music
-a way to play the music
-some chores left undone

Answers:				
#1 ta
#2 ti-ti
#3 ti-ti

ti-ti
ti-ti
ta

ti-ti
ti-ti
ti-ti

ta		
ta		
ta 		

♫     ♩    ♩     ♩
#5 ♫ ♫ ♩      ♫
#6 ♩     ♫
♩    ♩

The composer Louis-Nicolas
Clèrambault (1676-1749).

#4
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